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NOTATION 

C flap chord (4.384 cm (1.726 in.)) 
fn flap natural frequency (under flow conditions), Hz 
fno flap natural frequency (still air), Hz 
fnl ,fnz 7 I natural frequencies in analog simulation, Hz fn3 
h vertical distance between spring and hinge flexures (3.607 cm or 1.42 in.) 
IhQ flap system hinge line moment of inertia, determined with model assembled and 
including effective inertia of coil springs, kg-cm’ (lb-in.-sec’ ) 
K rotary stiffness of coil-spring and flexure system, (2nfnO)’IhQ, N-cm/rad 
(in.-lb/rad) 
K
k linear stiffness corresponding to  K, -, N/cm (lblin.)
h’ 
2 ~ f n ( c / 2 )
k’ flap reduced frequency, 
Vw 
Mnom nominal free-stream Mach number in tunnel 

Mmeas measured free-stream Mach number in tunnel 

PQ static pressure at lower model orifice, N/cm’ ,abs (psia) 

Pt measured total pressure in transonic test, N/cm’, abs (psia) 

ptl nom nominal reservoir pressure in hypersonic test, N/cm’ abs (psia) 

Pt2 calculated pitot pressure in hypersonic test, N/cm2, abs (psia) 

PU static pressure at upper model orifice, N/cm’, abs (psia) 

P, calculated free-stream pressure in hypersonic test, N/cm’ , abs (psia); also measured 
free-stream pressure in transonic test, N/cm2, abs (psia) 
root mean square oscillatory pressure at lower model pressure cell, N/cm2, abs (psia)A P Q ~ ~ ~  
Aurms root mean square oscillatory pressure at upper model pressure cell, N/cm2, abs (psia) 
9, free-stream dynamic pressure, calculated, N/cm’ ,abs (psia) 
S flap area (36.08 cm’ or 5.592 in.’) 

Tg temperature at strain gage in hypersonic test, OK ( O F )  

... 
111 
T U  
TO 

To nom 

v­
f f 
Cfs 
temperature at lower model thermocouple, K ( O F )  

temperature at  upper model thermocouple, OK ( O F )  

measured total temperature in hypersonic test, OK ( O F )  

nominal reservoir temperature in transonic test, OK ( O F )  

free-stream flow velocity, m/sec (ft/sec) 

measured model angle of attack, rad (deg) 

nominal model angle of attack, rad (deg) 

flap mean angle, rad (deg) ( 6 f =  0 when flap flush with body) 

root mean square flap rotational oscillation 

damping ratios in analog simulation 

flap damping ratio (ratio of actual damping to  critical damping) 

flap damping ratio in still air 
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HYPERSONIC AND TRANSONIC BUZZ MEASUREMENTS ON THE 
LOWER PITCH FLAP OF THE M2-F2 
LIFTING ENTRY CONFIGURATION 
Robert W. Wamer and Phillip R. Wilcox 
Ames Research Center 
SUMMARY 
Free-oscillation damping measurements a t  hypersonic and transonic Mach numbers are 
presented for the lower pitch flap of a wind-tunnel model of the M2-F2 reentry vehicle. For the 
hypersonic test, the nominal Mach number is 7.3, the Reynolds number (based on 30.5 cm (1 ft)) 
ranges from 0.257X I O6 t o  4.66X 10 6 ,the angle of attack ranges from -0.105 rad (-6") to  +0.349 rad 
(+20"), and the mean flap deflections are 0.61 1 rad (35") and 1.047 rad (60") down from the local 
body contour. For the transonic test the mean flap deflection is 0.61 1 rad (35"), the Mach number 
ranges from 0.85 to  0.99, the Reynolds number (with length as above) from 4.35X106 t o  
4.97X106, and the angle of attack from -0.068 rad (-4") to  +0.244 rad (t14").  For the flow and 
model conditions tested, the damping measurements (together with flow pictures and pressure 
information) indicate the absence of hypersonic buzz instability for flap rotation frequencies of 
47.3 Hz, 153 Hz, and 360 Hz, the presence of transonic buzz for the 47.3 Hz flap, and the absence 
of transonic buzz for a 1 15 Hz flap (all with a flap chord length of 4.384 cm (1.726 in.)). There is 
not enough flap damping data for an error estimate based on repeatability, but a partial damping 
calibration is presented in which an analog computer simulation of the random flap response for a 
known flap damping is fed into the autocorrelation computer and filter combination used for most 
of the damping measurements. 
INTRODUCTION 
Shock waves and the boundary layer provide a possible mechanism for hypersonic buzz 
instability of aerodynamic control surfaces, such as those to  be used on space shuttle vehicles; and 
transonic buzz is an established phenomenon for airplanes. These issues have been investigated for 
the control flaps of several lifting entry configurations (refs. 1 ,  2 ,  and 3). (Reference 4 is a study 
that came to  the author's attention as this report was being prepared for publication.) A 
conservative design criterion is given for transonic buzz in reference 5. Actual aerodynamic damping 
has not been measured for the flaps in references 1 ,  2, and 3,  however. Thus the designer is 
required, in the absence of a validated buzz theory, to  account for oscillatory pressures due to  flap 
vibrations by adopting a conservative and overly heavy configuration. In addition, the M2-F2 
lifting body configuration, investigated statically in reference 6, has not been tested for buzz. The 
purpose of this study has been t o  measure damping hinge moments for the lower pitch flap of the 
M2-F2 and thereby, with the aid of flow pictures and pressure information, determine whether the 
model tested is subject to  hypersonic or  transonic buzz. 
TEST EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 
Component parts of the M2-F2 reentry body model are shown in figure 1, a block diagram 
for the data recording and monitoring in figure 2,  the model installation in the 3.5-foot hypersonic 
wind tunnel in figure 3, the installation in the 6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel in figure 4,  a 
block diagram for the data reduction in figure 5, a sample unfiltered spectrum in figure 6, and a 
preliminary damping calibration by analog simulation in figure 7. 
Model 
The model (fig. 1 )  has an overall length of 33.8 cm (13.3 in.) from nose t o  boattail, and was 
made by modifying the existing M2-F2 model (without canopy attachment) of reference 6 for flap 
buzz testing. The fixed lower pitch flap was replaced by a flap block that rotated about a hinge 
flexure. The hinge flexure was attached by placing its tapered end fittings in tapered cavities gouged 
in both the model body and the flap block and then pulling taper blocks in adjacent to  the fittings 
by means of threaded drive bolts (details in figs. l(b), (d), and (e)). This attachment technique, 
together with the requirement that bolts be loaded almost exclusively in tension throughout the 
system, resulted in a low system structural damping (damping ratio somewhat lower than 0.001 in 
some cases) and thereby facilitated the measurement of the additive aerodynamic damping. 
Two flap blocks were used a t  hypersonic Mach numbers, one with a 1.047 rad (60") and the 
other with a 0.61 1 rad (35") mean flap angle (measured downward from the local body contour). 
The 1.047 rad (60") angle is close to  the angle required for trimmed zero lift (a  = -0.122 rad (-7")) 
and the 0.61 1 rad (35") angle to that for trimmed (L/D)max ( a =+0.209 rad (+l2")) at Mach 
numbers from 5.2 to  10.4 (ref. 6). In the transonic test, only the 0.611 rad (35") flap block was 
used since that angle is close to the maximum required for transonic trim (a from -0.105 rad (-6") 
to +0.349 rad (+20") depending on upper flap position). For both flap blocks, the flap chord (c) 
was 4.384 cm (1.726 in.), and the flap area (S) was 36.077 cm' (5.592 in.'). The flap natural 
frequency was varied with the aid of four coil springs as shown in figure l(c). (See appendix A for 
additional model information.) 
APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION 
The Ames 3.5-Foot Hypersonic Wind Tunnel and 6- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel 
were used in these tests. Model installations are shown in figures 3 and 4,  respectively. The 
hypersonic tunnel is a blowdown type having several interchangeable nozzles. The nozzle used in 
this test gives a nominal Mach number of 7.3 in the test section. The supersonic tunnel is a closed 
circuit, variable-density type with the floor and ceiling perforated to permit testing at transonic 
Mach numbers. The range in this test was from 0.85 to 0.99. 
Another important piece of test apparatus was the trip mechanism (figs. l(a), (b), and (f)). It 
engaged the trip stud on  the flap along the center line of the coil spring. the engaging stroke in 
figure I(f) being from BB to  AA for the press-fit pin and from C to F for the slip-fit pin. When the 
hydraulic cylinder (2.86 cm (1-1/8 in.) stroke) was returned to  its original position, the trip first 
rotated up to impart a step release for the flap and then returned along the slots AA-BB and A-C. 
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The end of the trip and also the trip stud were impregnated with permanent lubrication to reduct 
rubbing friction and thereby reduce vertical flap motion. High-speed movies indicated very nearly 
pure rotation of the flap after a trip. 
The flap oscillations (from which were derived the flap damping ratio, {f, the flap natural 
frequency, fn, and the root mean square flap rotational oscillation, A6frms) were sensed by a 
four-strain-gage bridge (350 ohms per gage, good t o  588.7" K (600" F) on top of the hinge flexure 
and a similar bridge underneath. Calibrations were performed for the two softest flap systems by 
using a protractor t o  measure the change in flap angle when the trip mechanism was engaged and 
released. For the two stiffest systems, a similar calibration was performed with the coil springs 
removed and with flap-angle changes produced manually (since the trip thrust was insufficient for 
the two stiffest springs). When random oscillations made tripped decays useless, {f and fn were 
calculated by a correlation computer (ref. 7). 
In addition to  flap oscillations. the model measurements sought for both tests included root 
mean square oscillatory pressure (Apurms), static pressure (pu), and temperature (Tu) on top of the 
model nose, together with similar quantities (ApllrmS, PQ,and TQ)just upstream of the flap (precise 
locations in fig. l(b)). The strain-gage temperature (Tg) was measured in the hypersonic test. 
Shadowgraphs were provided in the hypersonic test and Schlieren movies in the transonic test. 
Additional information can be found in appendix B. 
TEST PROCEDURE AND DATA REDUCTION 
The following data were obtained when needed just prior t o  a run or  after a run, or both: flap 
hinge-line moment of inertia (Ihf), electrical and physical calibrations, still-air flap damping. and 
natural frequency. 
The Reynolds number in the hypersonic test (Mnom= 7.3) ranged from O.257X1O6 at 
ptl  = 68.9 N/cm* abs (100 psia) t o  4.66X106 at pt l  = 1241 N/cm2,  abs (1800 psia) for the 
nominal reservoir temperature of 1055" K (1440" F) and length of 30.5 cm (1 ft). (See chart 25 in 
ref. 8, with caloric corrections in charts 9 and 11, and a 3 percent reduction due t o  viscosity 
correction.) The selected angles of attack were +0, +0.105, +0.227, and +0.349 rad (+O", +6", +13", 
and +20") for all combinations of 6f and fno except 6 f =  1.047 rad (60") with fno = 47.3 Hz, for 
which a = -0 is added, and 6f  = 1.047 rad (60") with fno = 153 Hz, for which a = -0.105, -0, +0, 
+0.105 rad (-6", -O", +O", +6"). The flap faces the tunnel wall supporting the quick insert strut at 
negative angles of attack and faces the other wall a t  positive angles. 
For the transonic continuous-flow tunnel operation, various Mach numbers and angles of 
attack were surveyed in search of instability before data were taken. The nominal angle of attack 
ranged from 0 to  +0.209 rad (0" t o  +12") for the 47.3 Hz flap and from -0.070 to +0.244 rad (-4" 
to  +14") for the 115 Hz flap. The free-stream Mach number varied from 0.85 to  0.99 and the 
Reynolds number from 4.35X106 t o  4.97X106 for a length of 30.5 cm (1 f t )  with pt around 10.3 
to 11.7 N/cm2, abs (15 to  17  psia) and with To = 310.9" K (100" F). Additional information on 
the test procedure is given in appendix C. 
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The instrumentation used for data reduction (block diagram in fig. 5, with measured 
quantities listed in the final blocks) was fairly typical except for the correlation computer 
mentioned earlier (ref. 7). An IBM 7094 program was used t o  curve fit the decays from the 
computer by least squares (ref. 9). The band-pass filter between the tape recorder and the computer 
was a JSron-Hite Model 3342 (with eighth order Butterworth used for both high and low pass) used 
t o  filter out unwanted modal frequencies (with a sample unfiltered spectrum shown in fig. 6). 
Unfortunate consequences of the filtering were the requirements for a damping calibration 
and an estimate of the optimum filter setting. These requirements resulted from large variations in 
the apparent flap damping ratio when the filter pass band was broadened or  narrowed around the 
frequency of flap rotation. The calibration and estimate were accomplished by analog computer 
simulation of the flap, its neighboring modes, and its random excitation in the wind tunnel; by 
feeding the taped random output of the analog into the autocorrelation computer with various filter 
settings; and by comparing the flap damping measured with the known damping from the analog. 
Details are given in appendix D. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Test Results 
Reduced numerical results for the hypersonic test appear in table 1 and for the transonic test, 
in table 2. Data time histories for certain cases of interest are shown in figure 8, selected damping 
results for the hypersonic and tansonic tests in figures 9 and 10, respectively, shadowgraphs for high 
and low flap damping at hypersonic speed in figure 1 1, and Schlieren movie frames for high and low 
flap damping at transonic speed in figure 12. 
Discussion of Results and Unresolved Questions 
The most important results of this investigation are the selected damping results of figures 9 
and 10 (with the selections for the hypersonic test described in appendix E). Frequencies (f,) are 
given in the legends either as discrete values (fig. 9(a)) or as ranges (fig. 9(c)). The data points are 
generally connected by straight lines to  help identify trends. The ranges in fn are more probably due 
to model assembly than t o  unsteady aerodynamics (slight variations in the parallel between hinge 
and spring flexures are possible between runs and even during a run). The larger range of fn in 
figure 9(d) may result from the presence of more than one mode. For each plotted point in 
figures 9 and 10, the high and low pass filters are both set at the value of fn  (the actual values being 
given in tables 1 and 2 if not in figures 9 and 10). 
Hypersonic buzz investigatio??for 4 7.3Hz flaps- Hypersonic buzz is suspected when a flap 
damping value ((f) is in or below the still-air band ((f,). This implied subtraction of (f,from (f to  
get the aerodynamic damping is justified because the flap-spring combination is too massive to 
permit the air flow to  affect the natural frequency. 
For reservoir pressures (ptl nom) below 345 N/cm2 , abs (500 psia) in figures 9(a) 
(6f = 0.61 1 rad (35")) and 9(c) (6f = 1.047 rad (60")) ,the damping values lie almost entirely within 
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the still-air damping bands, where both wind-on and still-air values are determined by oscillograph 
decays with the trip mechanism. Since there is no  variation of {f with nominal model angle of 
attack (%om) for these lower pressures, it is likely that the pressures are simply not large enough to  
affect the flap and that the damping values are essentially still-air magnitudes. 
At 689 N/cm2 abs (1000 psia), however, there is a definite trend toward low damping and 
possible buzz as the angle of attack decreases toward zero (supported somewhat by a similar trend 
in fig. 9(d) for a stiffer model at 345 N/cm2, abs (500 psia)). In figure 9(c) this trend (at 
689 N/cm2, abs (1000 psia)) is for a curve in which the gap at the flap hinge line was covered by 
silicone rubber for all points. (Note that these damping results were measured by the correlator 
because the random oscillations were too  large for oscillograph decays to  be decipherable.) 
In figure 9(a), this damping trend leads to  a value at a = 0", below the still-air band. It is also 
below the still-air values for that particular run and the time-adjacent runs (items 1, 14, and 16 in 
table l(a)) that were rejected for the still-air band as stated in appendix E. In fact, the damping 
value of 0.0006 for item 2 in table l (a)  is low enough so that the consistent filter and correlator 
errors discussed earlier will make the corrected damping value still lower (fig. 7). A further 
suggestion of possible buzz is the root mean square oscillatory pressure (Apllrms) for item 2, which 
(if assumed uniformly distributed over the flap area with the proper phase in harmonic motion) is 
almost four times larger than that required to cancel the still-air damping moment based on {fs in 
item 1. 
Despite the above evidence of buzz for item 2 in table l (a)  and figure 9(a), the damping value 
of 0.0006 is considered more likely to  be an essentially still-air phenomenon than a buzz 
phenomenon. The measured pQ somewhat upstream of the flap, as recorded in table l(a), is low 
enough to  enhance the possibility of still-air vibrations, particularly at a zero angle of attack 
(item 2). The strongest indication of still-air vibrations, however, results from examination of the 
shadowgraphs. 
Figure 1 l(a) is a shadowgraph picture corresponding to  item 3 in table 1(b) with fno = 360 Hz 
and hence, for static purposes, to  item 2 in table l(a) with fno = 47.3 Hz, for which no 
shadowgraph is available. Figures 1 l (b)  and (c) are shadowgraphs corresponding t o  item 17 in 
table l(b) and item 30 in table l(a), respectively, with both included to illustrate the lack of 
frequency effect on the static shock and separation pattern. 
Inspection of these shadowgraphs shows that the low damping case (item 2 in table l(a), 
anom= 0) has no significant shock or separation around the flap (fig. 1 1(a)) while the high damping 
case (item 30 in table l(a), anOm= 20") has both (fig. 1l(b) or (c)). The reverse should be true i f  
the shock and separation were producing buzz by means of appropriately phased signaling between 
the flap and the weak shock at the separation point upstream. This indicates that the potential buzz 
mechanism is producing damping (stabilizing) rather than fanning (destabilizing) as a,, increases 
and that the low damping of item 2 in table 1(a) and figure 9(a) is essentially still-air damping. 
The remaining value of pt l  nom t o  be considered is 345 N/cm2, abs (500 psia) in figure 9(a), 
for which a damping value is given only a t  aqOm= 0". Since this value of pt l  nom lies between the 
two reservoir pressures already discussed, it is concluded that its low damping value simply means 
effective still-air damping and not buzz. 
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Hypersonic buzz  investigation for 153 H z  and 360 H z  flaps- The most believable low 
damping values (wind-on) in table l (d)  and figures 9(b) and (d) occur at aqOm= 0 or 
%om = -0.105 rad (-6"), as noted in appendix E. These are regarded as effective still-air values for 
the same reasons given for the 47.3 HZ flaps. 
Thus, hypersonic buzz is considered absent for the various model M2-F2 lifting body 
configurations and flow conditions tested in the present project. It was also considered absent for 
the model vehicle configurations of reference 2. 
Transonic buzz  investigation for 47.3 Hz  f lap- For the transonic test, the damping plots 
(fig. 10) have Mach number as the parameter instead of tunnel reservoir pressure (total pressure 
being held close to  atmospheric pressure for the transonic test). The only static flap angle (6f) 
tested was 0.61 1 rad (35"). For the 47.3 Hz flap, figure 10(a) includes all damping values from 
table 2(a) except that for item 9.  This item is rejected because its time history is nonlinear as seen in 
figure 8(c) due to  gage malfunction. Item 12 has no damping value in table 2(a) because its time 
history appears to  be nonstationary, as suggested by the erratic shifting of the oscillation mean line 
in figure 8(d). 
An acceptable unfiltered time history for the correlation computer is shown in figure 8(e) for 
item 8 in table 2(a). Actually, the strain gage had malfunctioned earlier for magnitude purposes 
(because of large oscillations). The latest correlate (i.e., highest numbered correlate) for which 
A6crms could safely be given was correlate 46 (item 3), but the correlation computer can be 
believed as long as the time history is linear and stationary. 
For M = 0.90 there is an erratic trend toward low damping and possible buzz as the angle of 
attack increases toward +0.209 rad (+12"). Another possible buzz point with damping below the 
still-air value is the point at a = 0.105 rad (+6") for M = 0.95 (item 10 in table 2(a)), but there are 
not enough points to  establish a trend for this Mach number. Both of the possible flutter points just 
mentioned have damping values low enough so that they will be still lower when corrected for 
consistent filter and correlator errors (fig. 7), and item 10 is the point for which the damping 
calibration particularly applies (see appendix D). 
In contrast to the possible hypersonic buzz conditions discussed earlier, the two possible 
transonic buzz points in figure 10(a) are considered to  be actual buzz rather than effectively equal 
to still-air vibrations. The likelihood of effective still-air vibrations is reduced relative to the 
hypersonic test because the static pressures somewhat upstream of the flap are much higher in 
table 2 than in table 1. 
Another reason for considering the possible buzz to be actual buzz in the transonic test is the 
presence (in contrast to  the hypersonic test) of the potential buzz mechanism at the possible buzz 
points as well as the high-damping points. Thus, the shock upstream of the flap is present in the 
Schlieren movie frames of figures 12(a) and (c). In addition, the data of figure 10(a) are supported 
as buzz data by the fact that the corresponding still-air damping (1 ) was reduced exclusively by 
oscillograph decay, (2) had very little variation during the decay (item 1 in table 2(a)), (3) had a low 
enough value so that major reduction by model shakedown would not be expected, and (4)was not 
subjected to large temperature variations during the test. Finally and most importantly, the 
existence of transonic buzz is supported by the visual observation of flap oscillations considerably 
larger than the A6frms values reported in table 2(a). 
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Transonic buzz investigation for  115 Hz flap- For the 115 Hz flap, figure 10(b) includes all 
damping values from table 2(b) except those for items 5 , 7 , 9 ,  11, 13, and 15. These were excluded 
because the trip mechanism used during data taking might possibly cause a large error in the data 
reduction by the correlation computer (which had t o  be used because the random oscillations made 
the decays undecipherable). Actually, these data might have been included in figure 10(b), except 
for consistency with the hypersonic test, since the trip did not cause the large reduction in apparent 
damping noticed in the hypersonic test (possibly because the ratio of trip amplitude to  rms random 
amplitude was relatively smaller for the transonic test or possibly because of differences in trip 
amplitude and model frequency). In fact, in the transonic test, the correlation computer data with 
and without trips agree remarkably well with each other and display no  consistency as to  which is 
higher, yielding evidence of good repeatability. 
Because of this repeatability, together with damping values that were high enough t o  minimize 
filter and correlator errors, the data of figure 10(b) are considered t o  be the best reported here. In 
fact, the data points for various Mach numbers lend themselves to  a possible data band, as shown 
shaded in figure 1O(b). This data band indicates the absence of buzz for the a and M values plotted 
a result considered valid despite the potential buzz mechanism implied by the shock in figure 12(d). 
Thus, transonic buzz was present for the 47.3 Hz system and absent for the 115 Hz system. 
This parallels the results of reference 3 for a different entry configuration. It is worth noting that 
the reduced frequency (k’ = [ 27rfn(c/2)]/V_ are roughly 0.02 and 0.05 for the 47.3 and 1 15 Hz 
systems, respectively. These are well within the region (k’<0.3)  in which proof tests are 
recommended for transonic buzz in reference 5.  
Reliability of  damping measurements- No quantitative error estimate can be made for the 
damping measurements that have just been discussed. To do so would require repeatability checks 
within the calibration scheme or for tests in a given wind tunnel, repeatability checks from tunnel 
to tunnel, repeatability checks from method to method (an alternate method being harmonic 
oscillation at resonance, refs. 10 and 1 l ) ,  and additional calibrations. 
Thus, the damping plots in figures 9 and 10 indicate trends but are questionable for damping 
magnitudes, particularly when the damping is low or when spurious modes are present. Except for 
figure 1O(b) (fno = 1 15 Hz, transonic flow), all of the parts of figures 9 and 10 are considered t o  
require additional information (such as flow pictures, pressure distributions, and observations of 
large oscillations) before a conclusion can be drawn on the presence or absence of buzz. 
It should also be stated, however, that there are no quantitative damping measurements in 
references 1 ,  2, and 3 and that error estimates on damping measurements for rough flow in a wind 
tunnel have not been found in the literature. Reference 12 gives an error estimate for damping 
(Cmq + Cm&) for vehicles having smooth flow. For a specific vehicle having rough flow, however. 
reference 12 states that an error estimate cannot be made because of large differences between 
vehicle damping values measured in different wind tunnels (such as Cmq + Cmh = +0.15 in one 
tunnel and -0.25 in another). The measurement of damping for rough flow in a wind tunnel is 
apparently a difficult subject that has received little attention. 
Qualitative discussion of possible errors- In addition to  the error sources already discussed, a 
number of possible (but probably less harmful) error sources remain. Attention is restricted to  the 
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damping measurements, and no attempt has been made as yet to correlate such quantities as the 
various thermocouple readings before a run (with the model possibly still hot from a previous run). 
The error magnification due to subtraction of the still-air damping values in figures 9 and 10 
from the largest total damping values appears to be trivial. If this subtraction were actually carried 
out some of the error due t o  spurious modes would be removed, particularly when the flap rotation 
frequency is the lowest of those present. 
Although the correlator results with the longest record time and the most correlates are the 
most believable in tables 1 and 2 (when all else is equal), there were always enough correlates for 
convergence. The time histories and the Beckman readouts suggested some error due to variable 
tunnel conditions, but all cases with large variations were deleted. The Mach number and stream 
angle variations reported earlier should not introduce significant errors. 
In the transonic test, however, the Mach numbers reported as 0.95 and 0.99 might not be 
precise. For example, the measured Mach numbers in table 2 are often a little above 1.00, but in 
that range a tunnel normal-shock wave was just upstream of the model. Tunnel resonance 
frequencies and compressor blade frequencies (ref. 13) could conceivably affect dynamic 
measurements in the transonic test but should be minimized by viscous effects. Resonance, in 
particular, should be minimized by the small model size relative to the wind tunnel. 
Possible additional applications o f  present data- The (f in tables 1 and 2 and figures 9 and 10 
can be expressed as dynamic-stability type hinge-moment coefficients by the equation 
where 
The moments of inertia IhQ can be found in figure l(d); c = 4.384 cm (1.726 in.); S = 36.07 cm2 
(5.592 h 2 ) ;  i, is the flap rotational velocity in rad/sec: and fn, V,, and q, can be found in, or 
calculated from, tables 1 and 2. For conversion to  flutter-type hinge-moment coefficients, the 
following equation can be used. 
The subtraction of still-air damping from flow damping can be done before or after conversion to  
c h i ]  or since the air flow cannot significantly affect the natural frequency of the massive 
flap-spring system. 
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A more important additional application of the present data is the determination of the input 
spectral density for the flap. The rms output is given in tables 1 and 2 for certain cases; and the 
transfer-function quantities, {f and fn, are the principal results of this investigation. With these, the 
input spectral density is given by equation (9) of reference 7 for isotropic turbulence with a known 
cutoff frequency, ol.How much of the input is buffet and how much is tunnel roughness must still 
be determined. 
Unresolved questions- The results and potential errors discussed qualitatively so far pertain 
only to the present model in the present tests. The possibility of generalizing the results to  flight 
configurations leads t o  a number of unresolved questions. For example, the effects of different 
model supports, various rudder positions, the presence and position of upper flaps, decreased lower 
flap angles, boundary layer trips, Reynolds number changes without density changes, various 
oscillation amplitudes, and a more realistic shape for the leeward side of the model flap - all these 
remain unknown (the minimal investigation of two sting lengths and two model positions relative to  
the quick insert strut in the hypersonic test (fig. 9(d)), as well as the oil flow studies, being 
inconclusive at the present time). 
The unknowns just listed would make questionable the application of these results to  an 
M2-F2 flight vehicle, let alone to  a different body shape. It is therefore clearly desirable to  use 
these and previous results in attempting to formulate a semiempirical buzz theory employing 
measured (or otherwise estimated) static pressures and temperatures. Such a theory should have 
broad applicability to airplanes and space shuttle vehicles as well as lifting bodies. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An experimental investigation of damping hinge moments for the lower pitch flap of the 
M2-F2 lifting body entry configuration has been carried out in the Ames 3.5-Foot Hypersonic 
Wind Tunnel at a nominal Mach number of 7.3 and in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind 
Tunnel at transonic Mach numbers. The same model was used in both tests, with the flap 
undergoing random aerodynamic excitation and tripped free decays. The unavoidable random 
excitation made the free decays undecipherable except at the lowest tunnel reservoir pressures in 
the hypersonic test, where the effect of the airstream on the flap damping was apparently negligible. 
The most useful measurements, then, of aerodynamic plus structural damping of the lower pitch 
flap were made by computing the autocorrelation function of the random response. 
Unfortunately, several modes were present in the random response, in addition to  the flap 
rotation mode. Hence, filtering was required, together with the determination of an optimum filter 
setting and a possible calibration factor. This was accomplished, in part, by analog computer 
simulation of the random flap response and by comparing the assigned flap damping with that read 
by the autocorrelation computer and filter combination from the analog tape. 
No quantitative error estimate can be made on the basis of repeatability. To do  so would 
require much additional research. On the basis of the results obtained, however, the following 
conclusions are offered for the configuration tested, which has a flap chord length of 4.384cm 
(1.726 in.). 
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1. There is no hypersonic buzz instability at a Mach number of 7.3 for flap rotation 
frequencies of 47.3 Hz, 153 Hz, and 360 Hz. The low flap damping measured at low angles of 
attack is accompanied by low flap pressures and is considered to  be essentially a still-air 
phenomenon. 
2. Transonic buzz is present for the 47.3 Hz flap and absent for a 115 Hz flap. 
Ames Research Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Moffett Field, California, 94035, October 13,1971 
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APPENDIX A 
ADDITIONAL MODEL INFORMATION 
The hinge flexure (fig. l(e))  was placed slightly inside the bottom contour of the body to  
protect the strain gages from the high stagnation temperature in the 3.5-foot hypersonic wind 
tunnel. The resulting gap a t  the flap root was occasionally covered with silicone rubber to  keep the 
hot air from being sucked in around the gages. In the 6- by 6-foot supersonic wind tunnel, the 
silicone rubber was not needed. Except for this difference and the selection of mean flap angles and 
coil springs, the model was identical for the tests in the two wind tunnels. 
For all flap angles, the flap block extended upward from the flap area through a large cut in 
the removable boattail and was attached t o  a large coil spring by means of a "spring flexure." The 
spring flexure (figs. l (b)  and (c)) was parallel to  the hinge flexure and was located 3.61 cm 
(1.42 in.) above it. Four coil springs were used to  give four flap frequencies for various phases of the 
test program, with spring dimensions given in a table in figure l(c) and with dimensions for the 
corresponding spring flexures and hinge flexures given in figures 1(c) and (e), respectively. The coil 
spring deflections that produced a total strain of 0.001 (fatigue endurance limit) in the 
corresponding hinge and spring flexures were 0.160,0.079,0.079, and 0.041 cm (1/16, 1/32, 1/32. 
and 1/64 in.) for the successively stiffer coil springs. The corresponding flap angle increments were 
0.044, 0.022, 0.022, and 0.01 1 rad (2.52", 1.26", 1.26O, and 0.63"), respectively. 
The system frequencies ( fno)  given in figures l(c), (d), and (e) were the frequencies of the 
flap-spring system most representative of the still-air data, 47,3,115,153, and 360 Hz. The flap system 
hinge-line moments of inertia (Ihg) in figure 4(d) were found immediately before (or sometimes 
after) each model configuration was used for the first time by measuring the frequencies that 
resulted from known additions of inertia, which permitted calculation of the basic flap system 
inertia (a broken strain gage prevented the inclusion in figure l (d)  of an inertia value for 
fn o = 153 Hz, 6f = 1.047 rad).These flap system inertia values included the effective inertias of the 
coil springs and all other moving parts. The corresponding spring stiffness (k) in figures l(c), (d), 
and (e) were calculated on the basis of  fno and Ihg. There were some variations from the 
representative values of f and k ,  probably associated with such problems as the assembly of the nospring and hinge flexures slightly out of parallel. 
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APPENDIX B 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTATION 
The M2-F2 model for flap buzz was first installed on the quick insert mechanism in the Ames 
3.5-FOOt Hypersonic Wind Tunnel (fig. 3). This mechanism allows the model t o  be injected and 
withdrawn rapidly when desired (which permits still-air damping measurements during or 
immediately after a run if temperature variations are important). For the Mach 7.3 nozzle of the 
hypersonic wind tunnel, unpublished work of Thomas E. Polek indicates the maximum Mach 
number variation at the model location (but without the model) to  be 0.04 over the model length 
and 0.10 in the radial direction from the sting axis. The same work shows the maximum flow-angle 
corrections for a model at roughly the same location t o  be -0.004 rad (-0.26") in angle of attack and 
-0.001 rad (-0.06") in yaw. 
In a later test at transonic Mach numbers, the model was installed in the Ames 6- by 6-Foot 
Supersonic Wind Tunnel (fig. 4). At these Mach numbers, unpublished work of John W. Boyd shows 
the axial Mach number variation along the tunnel center line t o  be no  more than kO.01 from the 
average free stream Mach number. At the model location, the maximum vertical deviation was also 
approximately kO.01. The same work shows the correction in angle of attack to  be roughly 
-0.003 rad (-1/6") at the model location in the Mach number range from 0.880 to  0.979. With 
respect to  flow pressure fluctuations at the same location, unpublished work of Jules B. Dods, Jr., 
gives the following table for a total head of 6.78 N/cm2 (9.83 psi): 
Free stream rms pressure fluctuation rms pressure fluctuation-
number p free-stream dynamic pressure 
dynamic pressure, 
free-stream static pressureN/cm2 (psi) 
0.01397 1.98 (2.87) 0.0063 
.00787 2.34 (3.40) .0049 
-
~The rms pressure fluctuations on the model, Apurms and A ~ wereQ measured ~by ~ 
Schaevitz-Bytrex HFD-HT2 pressure transducers (good to  533.2" K (500" F), k1.38 N/cm3 
(k2 psi)) in the hypersonic test and by HFD-2 transducers (good to  422" K (300" F), capacity 
k1.38 N/cm2 (k2 psi)) in the transonic test, with calibrations applied by a static pressure calibrator 
at 0 and 0.17 N/cm2 (0.25 psi). The static pressures pu and PQ were measured by Statham pressure 
cells of 3.45 N/cm2 (5 psi) capacity in the hypersonic test and 10.3 N/cm2 (1 5 psi) capacity in the 
transonic test, with several manometer calibration points per ceil. The temperatures Tu and TQwere 
measured by chromel-constantan thermocouples, insulated from the model by ceramic, with a 
338.7" K (150" F) reference box and accompanying temperature-millivolt table. The same system 
was used for Tg but without insulation. 
In the hypersonic test, nominal tunnel temperatures and pressures specified for the tunnel 
operation were considered to be sufficiently accurate, except that an average of the measured 
reservoir temperatures was used instead of nominal values. For the transonic test, the local total 
head (pt) and the local tunnel static pressure (pJ were measured by tunnel cells, the tunnel 
stagnation temperature (To)  by a tunnel thermocouple, and the model angle of attack (ameas)by a 
tunnel pickup. Beckman equipment was used for the quantitative recording of these parameters. 
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Beckman equipment was also used for the quantitative recording of the model parameters pu, pg, 
Tu, and Tg in the transonic test and pu and pg in the hypersonic test. 
The instrumentation chain of figure 2 was used in both tests for the qualitative monitoring of 
any rapid fluctuations in tunnel and model parameters as functions of time and also for the 
quantitative recording and monitoring of flap and pressure oscillations. The chain was fairly typical 
except for the correlation computer (ref. 7). Since more than one degree of freedom was present, a 
band-pass filter was useful with the computer for monitoring cf during the test. The oscillograph 
was used to monitor oscillation amplitudes. The Brown recorders were used to monitor model 
temperature during the hypersonic test only. 
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APPENDIX C 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON TEST PROCEDURE 
For the two softest systems (fno = 47.3 Hz and 115 Hz), the most important steps in the 
model assembly prior t o  a run were to shim the coil spring for the desired neutral flap position, 
under the estimated static aerodynamic hinge moment, and to shim the trip stud (if tripping was 
used) for the desired trip amplitude. (Tripping was impossible and static flap rotations insignificant 
for the two stiffest springs.) 
During tunnel operation in the hypersonic and the transonic tests, an attempt was made to 
provide data time for random oscillations equal to a t  least 10 times the reciprocal of the bandwidth 
for a flap damping ratio of 0.001 (trecord=(10/2<ffno) = (5,000/fn0)). AS seen in table 2,this data 
time was achieved in the transonic test for each Mach number and angle of attack with time left 
over for tripped oscillations (if any). In the hypersonic test, table 1 shows that this data time was 
almost always achieved for each reservoir pressure and angle of attack with fno = 360 Hz, rarely 
achieved with fllo = 47.3 Hz, and achieved half the time with fno = 153 Hz. The desired data time is 
not considered an absolute requirement for good data, but the data having the shortest time for a 
given {f and fno is considered the least reliable, all other things being equal. 
For the hypersonic blowdown tunnel operation, the Mach number of roughly 7.3 was 
developed and stabilized at the desired reservoir pressure before the model was inserted into the 
tunnel (the model generally having been sprayed with sensitive paint for temperature studies or  
dotted with titanium oxide and oil for flow studies). After a prescribed time for data taking, 
p t l  nom was changed for further data taking when time allowed. When the final value of p t l  nom 
could no longer be maintained. the model was retracted. 
A number of the earliest runs in the hypersonic test were devoted to a temperature survey 
with no strain gage or pressure cells. These delicate transducers were installed only when the 
temperature distributions were known. 
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APPENDIX D 
PARTIAL CALIBRATION FOR DAMPING AND ESTIMATE 
O F  OPTIMUM FILTER SETTING 
In an attempt to  determine an optimum filter setting and a possible damping calibration factor 
for the random data, three linear and uncoupled modal degrees of freedom with constant 
coefficients were set up 011 an analog computer. Decay records were taken on magnetic tape so that 
the input damping ratios and natural frequencies would be known regardless of analog computer 
error or drift. Immediately thereafter white noise was used t o  force the three degrees of freedom, 
and a weighted sum of their unfiltered analog responses was recorded on the same magnetic tape for 
two minutes. The weighting parameters and other system parameters had been selected earlier to 
approximate very roughly the unfiltered correlation function of a segment of taped experimental 
data (transonic). 
Various band-pass filter settings were then applied to  the analog tape to  separate the degree of 
freedom having the flap frequency from the two neighboring degrees of freedom, and the filtered 
responses were fed into the correlation computer. The output damping mcasured on the computer 
for the flap (eo ) was divided by the known analog input damping ({il), and figure 7 shows the 
resulting ratio (eo /{i, ) plotted against increasingly narrow band-pass filter settings. The desired 
ratio is unity, of course. 
The numbers opposite the sample symbols in figure 7 are the known input damping 
coefficients (ei, , e, ,  c3 ) and natural frequencies (fIl1 , fn, , fn3) for the three degrees of freedom on 
the analog tape. Approximate valucs for fnz and fn3  were determined by a qualitative spectrum 
analysis of the selected segment of taped experimental data without filtering (fig. 6). Improved 
values for e, ,  fn, ,c 3 ,and fn3 were then determined by placing the center frequency of a band-pass 
filter near the sting mode and the unidentified mode (which may be flap vertical translation) in 
figure 6 and using the correlation computer to estimate frequencies and damping ratios. Final values 
for the data tape were detcrmined by approximating the unfiltered data correlation function as 
mentioned earlier. 
The flap input damping ratio (e i , )  was selected as 0.001 for one case in figure 7 and 0.002 for 
a second case. These were useful and representative values, but the variable aerodynamic damping 
would require more cases for a complete calibration and determination of the optimum filter setting 
(also more data segments for more flap configurations, model angles of attack, Mach numbers, etc., 
with final calibration curves consisting of plots of the damping output-input ratio versus damping 
output at the optimum filter setting). An attractive alternative is to settle for a partial calibration in 
which only the points of greatest interest (lowest damping) are checked by the analog computer 
tape. 
The present effort was limited to  the two cases in figure 7 because of the large computer 
turn-around time i n  digitally curve fitting the decays from the correlator. For these two cases, the 
optimum filter setting clearly occurs (c0  / e o 2  nearest unity in fig. 7) when both filters in the band 
pass are set at the flap rotation frequency of 47.6 Hz (or near it); and all data reduction is 
performed with filtering a t  the flap frequency, regardless of its value. 
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The improvement of results in figure 7 as the filter band pass is narrowed suggests that 
insufficient filtering is a major cause of error among the possible causes listed earlier. A question 
arises, then, about why results for the lower damping get worse in figure 7 when the filters are 
crossed (to the right of 47.6-47.6 Hz) to give a partial band reject. The reason is probably the loss 
of signal that occurs with band reject. 
Since ro lICi, follows a consistent trend in figure 7, it  can be regarded as a calibration 
(specifically, an “environmental calibration,” which is taken here to  mean a damping calibration 
applicable to  the random flap oscillations in the wind tunnel). This partial calibration is based 011 
wind tunnel data for item 10 of table 2(a) in the transonic test, and t i l  = 0.001 is the closest of the 
two calibration cases to  cf = 0.0005. Item 10 is a point of great interest since Cf = 0.0005 is lower 
than the still-air damping value {fs = 0.0010 in table 2(a). Such a partial calibration does not, of 
course, justify the application of a general correction factor from figure 7 to  the whole body of 
damping data. 
Despite the lack of a complete calibration, the error information remains useful for qualitative 
trends, particularly since Co /ti, is always equal to  or greater than unity in figure 7. In this sense. it 
is worth noting that the error at the optimum filter setting in figure 7 is close to  zero for 
{il = 0.002 and ranges from 10 to  30 percent for t i ,  = 0.00 1. 
The reason for the error difference just noted is probably that computing errors can affect the 
lower damping values more than the higher ones (with the close filter spacing minimizing errors due 
to  insufficient filtering and the low damping minimizing those due to  filter transients). This suggests 
that higher still air damping values (with the resulting higher total damping values) would have 
reduced errors throughout the present tests. providing they were not too much higher. If the model 
flap had originally been intended for free random oscillation rather than forced harmonic 
oscillation, it would have had lower inertias and higher damping (percent critical). 
The optimum filter setting estimated above for random data was also used for the relatively 
pure tripped decays (for which the setting may no longer be optimum). For an estimate of filter 
transient error (and possible calibration) with decays, the present eighth order Butterworth-type 
filters and the model flap were approximated by linear and second-order transfer functions with 
constant coefficients. The classical linear decay solution (for an initial flap displacement) of the 
resulting three-part chain of second-order systems was evaluated digitally a t  enough points in time 
to  permit the filtered damping ratio to  be calculated from cycle to  cycle over 10 cycles. 
In this solution, the buildup of the filtered response from zero initial conditions (for the 
high-pass filter) required two cycles for the assigned flap frequency and initial displacement (in 
contrast to  fig. 8(a) for a different combination of frequency and displacement with the actual 
model and filters). Despite some persistence of damping error beyond the buildup, the filtered 
damping ratio after the third subsequent cycle differed from the assigned flap value of 0.00 1 by less 
than one part in  10,000. Hence the damping calibration factor for filter transients was taken to  be 
unity for tripped decays. 
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APPENDIX E 
SELECTION O F  DAMPING RESULTS FOR FIGURE 9 
Figure 9(a) specifically includes items 2,  10, 15, 17, 20, 25, 26, and 30 from table I(a) for cf 
and implicitly includes items 4 ,  9 ,  13, 19, and 24 in the cfs band. Items 5 , 6 ,  7 ,  11, 21,22,  27, and 
28 are rejected for If because the correlation computer often gives an unrealistically low estimate of 
flap damping when the trip mechanism is used. (The low correlator estimate results from the 
apparent rise of oscillation amplitude over several cycles because of filter response. The correlator 
.was used instead of oscillograph decays because the residual random oscillations are large enough to 
affect the decays significantly - as seen in fig. 8(a) with filtering and fig. 8(b) without filtering for 
the first of four trips for item 28.) Items 8,12, 23, and 29 are rejected for (fs because the damping 
measurement may have been affected by a blast of cooling air in the jacket after the run (condition 
IAR in table l(a)); and items 1 ,  3 ,  14, and 16 are rejected because oscillograph decays (OD) are 
considered better for still-air measurement than correlation results (CC) (because of the low level of 
random vibrations when the model is not in the tunnel air stream). Finally, item 18 is rejected for
cfs because this value is much higher than those for items 19 and 24 (all for the same run). (Possible 
reasons for this include temperature effects and the working into parallel of originally 
out-of-parallel hinge and spring flexures.) 
For similar reasons, the only items from table I(c) included in figure 9(c) are 1 ,  3, 6 ,  1 1 .  12, 
15, 26, 27, 32, and 35 for (f and 10, 13, 14, 1 9 , 21 , 2 5 ,  28, 33, and 34 for the band of {fs. A band 
was used for (f,rather than individual data points to  avoid cluttering the figures. This means, 
however, that a cf value lying within the {fs band may be above or below the {fs values associated 
with its run or time-adjacent run. 
For the stiffer configurations in the hypersonic test, all damping values from tables l(b), (d), 
and (e) are used in figures 9(b) and (d), explicitly for the wind-on values and implicitly for the 
still-air bands. However, only items 3 and 9 in table l(b), 3 and 6 in table l(d), and 4 and 5 in 
table I(e) had acceptable curve fits of the correlator decays by' the least squares program for the 
damping values, with details given in the table footnotes. I n  addition, all still-air values for the 
stiffer configurations depended on the correlator using low-level random oscillations of the tunnel 
with the model in the jacket prior t o  insertion (condition IBR in table 2). 
The results for the stiffer configurations are retained (marginally) only because the curve for 
the 345 N/cm2 abs (500 psia) reservoir pressure (Ptl nom) in figure 9(d) follows the trend discussed 
earlier (with remarkable repeatability a t  a = 0.227 rad (13")) and because figures 9(b) and (d) are 
quite similar above a = 0.105 rad (6"). With item 14 in figure 9(b) rejected as an obvious error (the 
correlator being unable to give a negative damping) and with item 5 in figure 9(d) rejected as a less 
obvious error (in the absence of a trend), the remaining low damping values (wind-on) occur a t  
%om = 0" and anom=-0.105 rad (-6") in table 1(d) and a t  a = 0 in figure 9(d). 
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4.1391 
14 
27 
TABLE 1.- HYPERSONIC TEST RESULTS AND DERIVED PARAMETERS 
(M,,, = 7.3, Vm = 1353 m/sec,a TOave = 962" K,b Apurms <0.007 N/cm2') 
30 
171 0 689.5 cc 344.7 0.0843 0.0827 N O  No 97 
3 64 47.6 0017 cc 336 5 306.5 Yes Nu 30 
4 67 47.6 0016 OD 299 0 3 5 1  4 Yes Nu 
5 67 0 137.9 47.6 .0009 cc I655 0238 889 ,0669 0579 2904 3068  35 I .6 YeS No 35 
6 67 0 344.7 47.6 0010 cc 4.139 0594 2222 1007 0772 3023  3176 298.4 Yes No 37 
7 67 0 689.5 47.6 ,0008 cc 8281 1189 4444 1965 1241 3229 3307 310 I Yes No 39 
8 67 47.6 0016 to OD 3357 331 2 312.9 Yes N O  
.0027 
9 75 47.6 .0021 to OD 298.7 296.2 Y C S  No 
10 75 0 344.7 47.6 ,0019 to 
,0027 
OD 4.139 0594 2222 1103 0896 307 I 296.2 Yes No 
,0030 
I 1  75 0 689.5 47.6 ,0009 cc 8.281 1189 4444 21 I O  1427 327 6 303.4 Yes No 30 
I2 75 47 6 001710 OD 335.4 325.1 Yes Nu 
0025 
13 76 47.6 0013 to OD 346 5 348.2 Yes No 
0015 
I5 I74 47.6 0016 cc 329 0 327.6 345.4 N O  N O  55 
I74 ,105 689 5 47.6 0016 cc 8281 1189 4444  ,1531 2358 335 I 367.3 346.5 ,0885 0869 No NO 107 
16 I68 47.6 0268 CC 3276 3462 343.6 N O  Y8S 50 
17 168 . IO5 689.5 47.6 0059 cc 8281 1189 4444 I565 2386 339 8 3998  343.8 ,0892 0876 NO YeS 105 
18 71 47 6 0066 to OD 302 4 299.3 Yes N O  
0077 
19 72 47.6 0015 to OD 298.6 Yes No 
0021 
20 72 IO5  I37 9 47 6 0016 to OU I 6 5 5  0238 889 0689 0731 2903 298.7 Yes N O  
0017 
21 
22 
72 
72 
105 
,105 
344 7 
689 5 
4 7 6  0007 
4 7 6  0005 
cc 
r c  
4139  
n z i  
0594 2 2 2 2  
1189 4444  
0903 
If,4 I 
1338 
2344 
3054 
3507 3782 
307 6 
322.6 
Yes 
Yes 
NO 
NO 
23 72 47 6 0018to OD 3573 375 I 336.5 Yes NO 
0023 
24 73 47 6 001410 OD 3646 3465 336.5 YCS N O  
0023 
25 164 .227 689.5 4 7 6  0043 cc 8281 1189 4444  1351 3191 3443  7827 350.6 ,0801 0786 N O  YeS 107 
26 74 ,227 137.9 47.6 001810 OD I655 0238 889 062' 0951 3137 314.3 Yes NO 
8
29 
74 ,227 
227 
I 
344.7 
689.5 
0022 
47.6 0005 
4 7 6  0004 
47.6 0012 10 
cc 
CC 
OD 
4 139 
8281 
0594 2 2 2 2  
1189 4444 
0772 
1441 
2144 
4026 
3262 
3768  
3793  
4348  
3718 
4259 
333 7 
364 3 
397.1 
Yes 
YCS 
Yes 1 No 34 
R(I) I 161 1 ,349 689.5 147.6 1 0071 I 0030 -cc 
(b161=0 611 rad. ino = 360 Hz- -~ 
350 I 0021 cc I I 322 6 , 343.4 339 3 I 
I IBR 131 350 0068 CC 3268 346.2 343.7 No Nu 30 
2 R(II 131 0 344.7 350 .0187 CC 4.139 0594 2.222 329.3 351 2 344.8 .a049 0048 No No 35 
3 Rl2) 131 0 689.5 350 0 0 9 9  CC 8 2 8 1 . 1 1 8 9  353 4 367.6 350.9 .0070 0069 No No 35 
4 IBR 136 350 0052 cc 323 2 3429 341.2 No No 35 
5 R(I) 136 ,105 344.7 350 ,0155 CC 4.139 ,0594 2222 3276 3534 344.3 .0049 .OM8 No Nu 35 
6 R(2) 136 . IO5  689 5 350 n CC 8.281 1189 4444  340.4 370.4 338.3 ,0042 ,0041 No No 35 
7 IBR 112 350 ,0011 CC 321 2 302.1 3182 No Yes 50 
8 R ( I l  112 105 344.7 350 ,0077 CC 4 139 ,0594 2.222 1041 ,1186 325.9 305.4 3181 0056 ,0055 No Yes 38 
9 R(2) 112 ,105 689.5 350 .0214m CC 8.281 1189 4444 1503 2048 3434 337.9 328.4 .0091 ,0083 No Yes 35 
10 IBR 123 350 - 0 0 0 1 ~  cc 317 6 337.3 336.8 No Yes 50 
I I P R ( I 1  123 227 344.7 350 0347 CC 4.139 0594 2.222 3268  3584 343 7 ,0042 ,00111 No Yes 30 
12 R(21 123 ,227 689.5 350 0112 CC 8.281 ,1189 4444  3268 4390  364.3 .OM9 ,0048 
13 IBR 119 350 0080 cc 301 8 2823 310.7 
1 4 P R ( I )  119 344 7 350 -.0014° CC 4.139 0594 2.222 0972 5012 367 5 2937 301.8 ,0049 .W48 
350 0200 05941 2 2 2 2  3 2 4 6 )  365 I 1 3l'l::l 
350 0505 E: 1 8.281 1189 4.444 3379 433 2 
Footnotes illend of lable. 
---- 
w TABLE 1.- HYPERSONIC TEST RESULTS AND DERIVED PARAMETERS - Continued0 
(M,,, = 7.3, V_ = 1353 mlsec," TOave = 962" K,b Apurms <0.007 N/cmZC) 
2 IAR 17 45 4 001 I I" OD 
0015 
3 
4 
R(I1 
OBR 
154 
54 
0 689 5 47.6 
43.5 
,0040 
0043 10 
CC 
OD 
8.281 1189 4444  01910 0 1993 346 5 366 2 
299 0 
3493  
295 9 
0.0780 00765 
0065 
5 IBR 55 43 5 ,0038 to OD 2987 295 8 
0064 
6 R(I1 55 0 68.9 4 3 5  003310 OD 828 0 1 1 9  ,444 ,0655 0614 2819 3 0 4 3  295.7 
0060 
8 Rl31 5 5  0 344 7 4 3 5  0015 cc 4,139 0594 2 2 2 2  1048 I3116 3129  3340  3013  
9 IAR 55  43 5 0021 to OD 3 2 5 0  3305  307.9 
0027 
I O  OAR 56 43 5 0023 to OD 33112 3379  3290  
0024 
119 RfII I S 1  105 689.5 4 7 6  0152 cc 8.281 1189 4444  0448 2758 346 5 366 2 3493  0815 0800 
IR R I I I  158 1:105 689.5 41 6 0065 cc 8 281 1189 4444  .I489 3737 333 7 4387  334.8 0801 0186 
13 OBR 57 I 43 5 ,003 I to OD 3024  318.2 318.0 
7 R(21 55 0 137.9 4 3 5  0022 cc I656  0238 889 0634 Ob96 3107  3 1 2 3  2976 
0036 
14 18R 58 43 5 0020 IO OD 3004  3165  313.4 
0035 
I5 R(I1 58 . I O 5  68.9 43 5 ,0028 10 OD .828 0119 444 0634 0683 3014  3246  313.2 
003 I 
I 16 
17 
R(2)  
ROI 
58 
58 
105 
105 
137.9 
344 1 
43.5 0017 
4 3 5  0023 
cc 
cc 
I656  
4 139 
,0238 
0594 
889 
2 2 2 2  
,0593 
0855 
1027 
2075 
3123  
3459  
338.7 
3776  
3129  
3?7.1 
18 IAR 58 43 5 00099 to OD 349.3 376.2 338.2 
,0013 
, 19 OAR 59 43 5 0020 to OD 348.2 3404  333.4 
0022 
20 OBR 41 43 5 OOlOt" OD 300.1 296.8 
,0044 
? I  IBR 42 43.5 0015 to OD 299.0 290.8 
.oo I8 
22 
23 Rl21 42 105 689 5 43 5 r 8 281 11119 4444  3146  3537  3898  
24 IAR 42 43 5 O O l 2  to OD 355 9 310 7 376.8 
0053 
25 OAR 43 43.5 0009 10 OD 3679  3607  360.1 
0010 
26' 
2 8  
R(I1 
R I I I  
145 
I48 
,227 
.227 
689 5 
689 5 
47.6 
4 7 6  
0300 
.0211 
cc 
TC 
8.281 
8 281 
1189 
1189 
4444  
4444  
,1262 
1303 
6543 3282  4558  
6633 3334  4948  
3443  
336.5 
0871 
0892 
,0855 
,0816 
28 IBR 47 43 5 0013 to OD 291 I 3084  3068  
0022 
29 
30 
R(I1 
RI21 
47 
47 
,227 
227 
68 9 
131 9 
4 3 5  
43 5 
0014 
0013 
cc 
cc 
828 
I656  
0119 
0238 
444 
.889 
0696 
0602 
.0979 2957 321 5 
1538 3048  3523  
3204  
345.1 
31 IAR 47 43 5 uoo5 10 OD 3534  393 7 388.4 
0019 
32 R I I I  142 ,349 689.5 4 7 6  0129 cc 8.281 ,1189 4444  ,1007 8963 3248  4923  348.3 .OS92 ,0876 
33 o w  50 43 5 0008 to OD 305 I 302 I 
0010 
R(I1 42 105 344.7 43.5 0079 CC 4.139 .OS94 2 212 292.3 3146  329.8 
34 I B R  51 43 5 0007 to OD 3034  302.3 
001 I 
35 RIII 51 ,349 1 68.9 43 5 0015 to OD ,828 0119 444 ,06113 1434 2940  320 I 319.6 
n n v  .-
Footnotes at  end of tsblc 
~ ~ ~ 1 1 1  
TABLE 1.- HYPERSONIC TEST RESULTS AND DERIVED PARAMETERS - Concluded 
(M,, = 7.3, Vm= 1353 m/seqa TOave = 962" K,b Apurms <0.007 N/CITI'') 
t d l  61 = I 047 rad. = 153 Ilr 
-	 .-I_~. . 
Correlation 
correlate %"n Ptinoiii. in, Danipllig Pi l .  I>-. L pu, Pp. Tu. Tp. Tg. "dfrms. "PPrnw Trip Rubber computer Comments 
~ ~ t ~ , , + '  z "K O K  O K  Xicm'j used usedk data t ime.Item Conditiond numberr rad[ N'cnilb Hr f l g  r1,8 ~nic.iwcnientli y,cm2a N!cmza ~ , N , ~ , , Z '  ~ secl 
_________.- - -
I IBR 31 I83 0.0113 CC 2984 2962 No No 20 
2 R(1) 31 -0.105 11410 153 0.0353 rr 1.4899 02139 7998 3 - 0 7  306.8 338.2 0.0127 0.0007 No No 150 
31 R ( I )  28 -0 1241.0 183 0154L1 CC I411W .?I39 7 998 30'1.6 330.4 ,0127 .0048 NO h'0 38 
41 R(1) 34 -0 1241.0 153 0790 CC I 4x9'1 .?I39 7 998 2117 I 3 1 7 6  3390 0120 No No 19 onest tine 
5 IBR 37 I 5 3  0849 CC 297.9 
6 l  R ( I )  37 0 1241.0 153 03 18" CC 14K'J'J ,2139 7998 298.4 337.1 ,0127 .OS45 
7 IBR 38 I 8 3  0597 e(' 288 7 303 7 
2'1X.4 01418 1 R ( I )  I 38 ,108 1241.0 . . 183 ~ .~ CC . I4Xc19 .I139 , 7.998 - -~-____ - 368 4 .-__ I No ~ No , 9 Brokcn straingage. long sting 
tej6[=$-047 r : i i i ~ 0 - = ~ 3 < 0 ~ l ~ ­- ~­
I IBR 
___ 
I83  
_ _  
390 .OI46 cc 348.2 346 8 
I R(1I I83 0 3447 390 0088 cc 4 139 0594 2.222 0 1037 0.1241 3 5 5  I 347 I 0021 ,002 I 
3 
4 
R(?) 
IBR 
183 
IO0 
0 689 5 390 w 
380 .012 8 X  
CC 
CC 
8381 .I189 4.444 3013 2337 
279 3 
363 2 342.6 
295.7 
,0038 .0034 
5 R ( I )  IO0 . I O 5  1241 0 380 O I l l K  CC 14.X99 2139 7998 2509 5998 3246 381.2 ,0098 .0097 
6 IBR I 8 6  360 0108 cc 3282 3489 344.3 
7 
8 
9 
R ( I )  
R(2l 
IBR 
I86 
186 
I80 
108 
. I O 8  
344.7 
6898 
360 0198 
360 03 13 
390 0131 
cc 
CC 
(.c 
4.139 
8381 
,0594 
1189 
2 . 2 2 2  
4.444 
.0924 
. I 8 8 1  
1986 
4268 
3351 
384 2 
332 I 
3534 
417 6 
350.6 
3471 
408.4 
385.0 
.0028 
,0084 
.0028 
,0083 
I O "  R ( I )  I80 .227 3447 390 043 I cc 4 139 .OS94 2111 OR76 37x5 336.8 361 5 3565 ,0028 .0028 
II 
12' 
R(2) 
R ( I )  
I80 
187 
,227 
,227 
6898 
3 4 4 1  
390 0224 
390 0508 
cc-
cr 
8 2 8 1  
4 139 
I189 
0591 
4444 
2 . 2 2  
.I209 
,0802 
9963 
3730 
3840 
3368 
443 1 
3584 
369.0 
349.8 
,0091 
.0028 
0090 
13 
14 
IBR 
R ( I )  
I77 
177 349 3447 
380 
350 0489 
,0134 cc 
cc 4 139 0894 2.222 ,078X ,6950 3343 
3448 
3762 
338.0 
362.1 ,0028 .0028 No ~ Yes 48 
a D ~ l e r n n ~ i r dlrotn table I in reicrencc 8 ior hl,,oln = 7 3. T,,lo,,l = 962" (i..tiid I ) [ ,  .I$ iirtrd. caloric corrections i n  c h x t s  I O .  1 2 .  13. .ind 20 o i  reference 8. 
bThe numimil pariimcters Fped led  lor the tunnel  o p e r ~ t t o nwere w n d c r u d  w l l i ~ i i . 1 i t I )  ,tLLur.itc i n  tlie l i )per~on ic tes t . r *c rp t t1~~1the 3vcrdge reservotr temperature To,,, 
IV3s 963" K ,  with a rallge from 834' I; 10 1077" K .  r.~tllerthJ>il l k ~ ~ l U I l 3 J J U ~>.lll>t' 0 1  I055' I(. 
CDeduced because the prrcsurr cell gdve il signal ti1 the tunnel which w& lo\vcr t h d n  thc initrument inoiie le~el.wlilchcorre*pondL'dto 0.007 N 'cm' or IKW.but gave a datinguishable 
sigiial 111 t l t r jeckrt of t h r  quick tiiwrt inechani,ni ~b1111the  couling air on  
dOBR incans ou t  ofjncket beiore run.  IBR inr.in\ t n  jdchet helure  run .  RI I I. RI 2 1. I l l 3  I tneJii iml, w x n d .  .ind third p r e w r e s  11'1, llol,lI during run. l i  that tiianv. IAR nirans 
in J x k d  J h r  run. OAR Inciins out a i j . ~ c k r taltcr run 
KNutnber assigncd to :! tape data rrgmcnt. Wi th the t.iblc m.tn;ed .trcordin$ to mcred5ing \ ,~lue\of a,,o,,,. the chronology i i  de l r rn i ind  ~n t i r e lyby t l ie  ~ncrearmgorder 01. 
correlate nunibcrs. 
fFor negative angles o i  attack. the flap races tlir tuniirl WJII that  \upport, lhc quich-inwrf \[rut. I'or po\itivc a n ~ l e 501 a t t ~ c h .the 11.11' ILw flit. other (vall. 
Ibr I l ~ pGfor 1l;tp demping with llow (si1and ~ l s o  damping wtdi  ) f i l l  A i r  t< is l .  t h c  rI.imp!ng 15 nie&ured i i t l l t  high [id\) .ind low (I.(% Iilter\ \ r t  d l  i,, \\'hen d range , i f f  values 
g v r n  (for two oscillograpli drco)\l. that range IF ~ h o w n. I \  t w  point5 111 Ui;iirc 0 
hCC mciins d a i n p i n ~drtrrniined by the correlation computer .ind OD h)  oriillo.'rdph ~ C C J ) ,  
!Recorded lWith ua~ibrat io l ls lby Beckman equipment Cor A m c  3 5 Foot ti) p m u i l k  IVlnd Tunncl. 
JCivcn only Tor cases i n  which the trip mechanism w d j  1101used. 
kStliconc rubber was sometimes placed across the g~pat  the 11.1~hingc l i i i c  tu protect tlic \tr.tin sage from htgh stagliltion tcinpcraturtl 
ID;ttahaving the shortest data t i n i c  for a given f i  and ill, IF con*idcrd the I u \ t  rrlldhle 1 1  .dl e l j r  15 q u a l  
"'Thr leiis1 sqiiares cuwe fit was poor for all vduei o i < f  .,,id (f, In t.lhlc I 1  b l  e\cepl 1110,~' Ini.irkrd by 111. 
Iu 
N 
FOOTNOTES FOR TABLE 1 - Concluded. 
"For an ~ t e mwhew the dainptng value h not  SIYW (because ol low +gal  level in tablc I(b\). the remainin% data Tor that  item is still presented as part of a sutvey fo r  
catastrophic flutter. 
OPoor least squares fit IS indicated by the i x t  th:it :I correl:ition computer  cannot give :I negitive (unst;iblel damping. 
Pltems I I and 14 c o n s t i t u t ~:I repuatability check on f i c x c e p t  Tor uncxpl:!ined difCerencc\ i i i  Tu.Tp, .ind TF (v l icone rubber ured and trip no1 used Tor both items). 
'Iltenis I I and I ?  constitute ii repeatabdit) c l icck on except lor uncxpl:iined difierencr in T p  IsII!cone rubber used and trip i iot used for both items). 
'For :in item where the damping v i i lue is riot giveii (bccause of a poor least squares curve 1'11 in  table I l c l l .  thc remaining data for that  item IS still presented as part of a survey 
lor catastrophic flutter. 
Sltenis 26 and ? I  con\titute ii rrpcat:ibility check on {i icilicone rubber u x d  and trip inat used lor both Iteinsl. 
[The dilierence ill ri ior items 3 and 4 m;iy be due to t h e  short sting v e r s m  the  long sting. and t h a t  for items 4 ;ind 6 may be due to 01 = 0"versus 01 =to". 
"All values of (f  and  s i s  in table I (d),except  thaw inerkcd by (1, were determined with a low 5isnal level andlor neighboring modes that could not be filtered. 
"For an item where the damping value i \  inot given (beu:iuse of ii broken strain gage In table I (d l ) .  the remaining data for that item IS still presented as part of a survey fo r  
c;itastropliic Iluttcr. 
'"For an i t c i i i  where the d;impin~v;ilue 15 iiut g i b e n  I ~ C C ~ U Wof  low s1gn;il lcvc l  i n  table I ( e l l .  the reinainlng data for that item IS still presented :IS part o f  a sutvey for 
c;itastrophic tlutter 
X A l l  values of t i a n d  f f s  111 t:ible I ( e ) ,cxccpt those m:irked by x .  were determined wi t l i  a poor leaqt squares f i t  or neighboring modes that could not be filtered. 
Yltemr I O  and I ?  constitute :I repe;it:tbility chcck on f f is i l iconu rubber used and trip not used for both items). 
TABLE 2.- TRANSONIC TEST RESULTS AND DERIVED PARAMETERS 

(a)6,-= 0.61 I rad, fn, = 47.3 Hz 
__-
I 42 1 _I 
2 45 10.79 6.71 3 4 1  6.38 , 6 I2 30 I .6 301.4 308.1 0.1192 0.0930 No II 4  
3 46 1049 6.24 3.80 6.07 5.66 302.9 301.8 306 2 ,0983 .0800 No II 4  
4 52 10.53 6.15 3 5 7  5.96 5.64 302.9 3025 307.3 ,0800 No I I 4  
8 47 10.49 6.19 3.53 8.93 8.65 302.3 302.0 306.8 .IO00 No I I 4  
6 81 I O  54 6.22 3.84 5.90 8.68 302.1 3027 307.3 . I  131 No II 4  
7 49 10.50 6.24 3.49 5.90 5.69 302 2 302.4 306.9 . I  131 No I 1 4  
8 50 10.49 6 20 3.82 8.80 8.77 302 6 302.7 307.1 .I600 No I I 4  
9 58 10.36 5.78 3.67 5.55 5.20 304.3 303.1 308.3 .073 I No I 1 4  Bad time history, unfiltered 
I O  53 10.30 8 79 3.62 8.54 8.29 302.8 302.6 307.9 ,1062 No I I 4  
11 54 10.35 5.78 3.66 8.83 8.40 302.9 303.0 308.1 ,1462 No I I 4  
58 1032 5.43 3.83 5.41 4.99 308.4 303.2 308.6 N O  Bad time history, unfiltered 
56 ,' .IO00 .99 1.001 47.6 .0018 10.32 5.48 3.82 i 5.28 8.08 305 I 303.0 308.31 ,0600 No 114 
87 ,1700 .99 ,994, 47.5 I 10.321 5.49 I 3.80 I 5.15 I 5.17 308.0 1303.2 130841 I ,0600 1 No 1 114 1-
I 41 115 .UUIX Yes 
2 40 ,0328 .90 .900 115 ,0083 1069 6.32 3.58 6.03 8.88 305.4 305.1 310.4 .0141J .osod No 108 
3 39 .I200 90 ,894 115 .0052 10.69 6 3 7  3.56 8 96 5.64 308.3 308.4 310.7 ,0141 ,1200 No 108 
4 37 ,0305 .95 ,952 115 0146 10.56 5.89 3.74 8 68 8 27 308.2 308.7 311.2 ,0077 ,0717 No 108 
5 37 ,0308 .95 952 115 ,0137 1056 5.89 3 74 5.68 5.27 3082 305.7 311.2 Yes IO8 
6 38 ,1837 95 ,941 1 1 5  ,0074 10.49 5.93 3.67 8 64 8 45 306.1 308.5 311.1 .0120 .I888 No 108 
7 38 ,1837 .95 ,941 115 ,0087 10.49 5.93 3 67 8.64 8.48 306.1 308.8 3111 Yes 108 
8 27 -.0749 .99 1.001 I 1 5  ,0045 11.69 6 1 6  4.33 6 40 5.4 I 310.3 3073 312.9 0141 ,0717 No IO8 
9 26 -.0049 .99 1.007 I 1 8  .a107 11.64 6.10 4.33 6.17 8 48 310.1 307.2 312 7 Yes 108 
I O  28 -0042 .99 ,998 118 ,0099 11.68 6.19 4.31 6.19 8.49 310.2 307.4 313.0 ,0112 ,0717 No 108 
11 28 ,0683 99 1.009 118 ,0136 11.63 6 08 4.33 5.96 5.55 309.6 307.2 311 8 Yes I08 
12 29 ,0684 .99 ,998 118 0188 11.68 6 1 8  4.3 I ' 6.03 8.8 I 309.8 307 2 312.8 ,0120 ,0662 No 108 
13 24 ,1825 99 ,998 
,1827 
,2403 
,2401 1 
.99 
99 
:99 1 
1.000 
.999 
,999 
118 ,00491 
118 ,0059 
118) .0067I 
1168 
11.62, 
11.691 
6.17 
6 . 1 8 ,  
6.18 I 
4.32 
4 3 0  
4.32 
8.83 
8.84 
8 60 
8.62 
8.74 
8.74 
309.5 307.7 313.2 ,0162 
307.9 3076 312.8 
309.1 1 308.2 I 313.1.1 ,0176 
,0641 No 
Yes 
No I 108 108 108 _ _ _ _  
aNumber assigned to tape data segment. With the table arranged according to increasmg values of Mnom. chronology is determined by the increasing order of correlate 
numbers. 
bRecorded and calculated (with appropriate calibrations) by Beckman and Honeywrll combination for Ames 6 by 6 -Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. 
Cltem I is .tfs,the still-air damping, as determined by two oscillograph decays with a damping range as indicated i the range being shown as a band in figure IO). All other 
items are {f, the total damping under flow conditions. as determined by the correlation computer (trlpped oscillograph decays being undecipherable during flow in the 
transonic test). Both and Ifsare measirrrd with high pass and low parr filters set at in. 
dBecause of strain gage malfunction. the latest correlate for which Ad,-rms can safely be given (as determined by the variation of strain with anom)is correlate 46 (item 3); 
but the correlator values for {ican be belirved as long as the signal is stationary. 
eThe pressure cell corresponding to Apprms was dead throughout the transonic test. 
fData having the shortest data time for a given S f  and I., IS considered to be the least reliable if all elre IS equal. 
gSince the flow stagnation temperatures were only slightly higher than room temperature in lhe transonic test. there was no protection of the flap strain gage by silicone 
rubber across the hinge-line gap. 
hThe {fvalue is questionable because the unfiltered time history (fig S i c ) )  indicates nonstationary shiftlng of the oscillatlon mean line. 
iThe {f value and other model parameters are not given because of the apparently highly nonstationary unfiltered timr history (fig. 8(d)). The remaining data for item 12 are 
still presented as part of a survey for catastrophic tlutter. 
jCiven only for cases in which the trip mechanism wab not used 
I 

Trip 
mechanism 
Trip hydiaulic 
cylindw 
Flap Y 
block 
(a) Photographs of model assembled and with successive covers removed. 
Figure 1.- Model. 
25 
111 1 1 1  IIIIIIIIII 
u 
0 5 
Centimeter 
Spring support Coil Spring Tr ip  stud Tr ip  Heat shield Heat shield 
(Inconel) spring mechanism outline 
\ \ / / /rear support 
centerline as on top of model) 
Static pressure 
orifice 
Model interior cavity 
(shown with cover and 
heat shield removed) 
Model length = 33.78 -
Sting instrumentation tray 
___- -
Cavities for connector plugs 
(covered by heat-plates in 
wind tunnel) 
(Note: All dimensions are in centimeters) 
(b) General drawing. 
Figure 1.- Continued. 
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--- 
---- 
activecoils 
---- 
,317 
Clearance 
' ,396 
I 1 1 ' 
Tapped holes I I I I 
for no. 6-32 I ' I 
screws \ I I I 
Variable as 
to coil spring 
Used 

(*I 
I i l 
for no. 6-32BTapped holes I I I I Clearance holes 
screws 
A G O q /  
1 6 *7' 
Y 
Trip stud 
(174ph SS) 
Flap block 
(17-4ph SS) 
Spring flexure 
( 17-4ph SS) 
Spring coil 
(see table) 
I 
Wire 
diameter, 0.66 0.94 1.17 1.57 
cm 
Outside 
diameter, 4.44 4.37 4.83 4.80 
D. cm 
Number of 7.5 5.2 4.0 3.4 
Active coil
lenmh.cm 8.25 7.62 6.98 7.39 
*Flexurethickness, cm 0.10 0.10 1 0.20 
k, Nlcm 588 4170 - 53,700 
fn, Hz 47.3 115 153 360 
(Note: All dimensions are in centimeters) 
(c) Coil spring and spring flexure detail. 
Figure 1.- Continued. 
1 
0.61 1 rad] 2Jf = 1.047 
I h l ,  kg-cm' 
Flap system hinge-line moments of inertia, I h l ,  kgcm' determined with model assembled 
and including effective inertia of coil springs having n/stem stiffness, k,N/cm 
Sf = 0.611 rad 8' = 1.047 rad 
6.033 
7 - 3 . 8 1 0 ­
,714 ,953 p . 6 9 2n - 7t/ 
chord for 
all flaps c @ 
Bf, rad @ 
,611 1.212 
1.047 2.819 
@ 
4.234 
3.358 
(Note: All dimensions are in centimeters) 
(d) Flap block detail. 
Figure 1.- Continued. 
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F
I 
Passase for 
oscillatory I I  
Detail of cavity for hinge 
flexure and taDer block 
Recess for coil 
Detail of taper block billets prior to 
hand finishing 
b 
Model-side wedge block 
(hand finished to f i t  cavity) 
47.3 % ? + % T I4170 .050 
115 
153 
360 
Spring flexure: --H--?­
3.607 
Hinge flexure: 
Flexure spacing 
k -2 .3834 k - 2 . 3 8 3 4  
Model Flap block 
side side 
Flap-block-side wedge block 
(hand finished to f i t  cavity) 
Top view of hinge flexure 
showing positions of strain 
gages. Gages on center 
of flexure lenqth and 
located on top and bottom. 
Hinge flexure detail 
(Note: All dimensions are in centimeters) 
( e )  Hinge flexure and attachments details. 
Figure 1.- Continued. 
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(Note: All dimensions are in centimeters) 
Hydraulic cylinder 
arm connection 
\ 
\ 
714R 
f 
1 . 9 5 3 4  
Pres-fit SIip-f it 
pin location pin location 
Cam-action slot \ 
\ 
Guide slot\ \ 
\ 
\ \ 
-t .794 ­
1 

(Right hand shown le f t  hand opposite) 
Pres-fit pin:
QPins .508 diam x 1.587 
Spring recesses 
,317 deep x .317 diam 
Spring diam ,353 
b . 9 5 3 4I 
Guide slot: 
Cam-action slot: 
Slots description 
From AA to BB ,476 deep 
From point A to point B change from ,476 deep 
to .317 deep 
from point B to point C .317 deep; 
from point C to point D change from .317 deep; 
to ,476 deep. 
from point D to point E change from .476 deep; 
to ,317 deep; 
from point E to point F .317deep; 
from point F to point A ,476 deep 
(f) Trip mechanism details. 
Figure 1 .- Continued. 
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Short 
sting 
Long 
sting 
/ /;3.83.810 \ 	Heat c h i d d  
rear support 
(Note: All dimensionsare in centimeters) 
(g) Sting details. 
Figure 1.- Concluded. 
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generator recorder 
Model - Oscillograph1 
5. Amplifiers 
Calibration Band-pass Correlation 
filter computer 
Brown 
recorders 
Figure 2.- Block diagram for data recording and monitoring. 
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Model nose a t  
Tunnel station 63.500 cm Tunnel 
station 88.900 cm with long sting station 
60.484 cm (short sting) 182.086 cm 
c 4 
Figure 3.- M2-F2 installation in the Ames 3.5-Foot Hypersonic Wind Tunnel. 
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Model nose 
a t  tunnel 
station 
2514.9 cm 
Figure 4.- M2-F2 model installation in the Ames 6-by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel. 
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TH-Yl-Ti  me 
recorder 
generator 
Figure 5.-
IBM 7094
Auto
Band-pas correlation - least square C f .  f"filter programcomputer computer 
I 1 
Oscillograph 
voltmeter 
voltmeter I
I 
Block diagram for data reduction. 
Unidentified 
mode 
1st bending 
mode of 
rotation sting and 
frequency sting support 
47.6 Hz 119.0 Hz 
! 
L 
0 40 80 120 160 200 
f ,  Hz 
Figure 6.- Unfiltered response spectra for correlate 53, in transonic test. 
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2.2 I I I I 
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3 
f, = 47.6 H r  fn2  = 78.0 Hz f = 119.0 Hz 
" 32.0 1 0 5 i l  = 0.002 c 2  = 0.009 c 3  = 0.009 
I s i 1  = c.001 c 2  = 0.009 c 3  = 0.00g I
I' I 
n n 
Ia .c 
.-o ,Q 1.6 - n n a l * 
E ?  

m m  
E C  
'E  'E
5 5  A A o n  
I 1.4 - A 
Q 
1.2 - a 
0 
n 
1.o I I I A , .  n l  
Low pass- 87.6 77.6 67.6 57.6 47.6 37.6 
High pass-- 7.6 17.6 27.6 37.6 47.6 57.6 
Band-pass f i l te r  settings, Hz 
Figure 7.- Preliminary damping calibration by analog computer simulation. 
(a) Mnom = 7.3, fno = 47.3 Hz, unfiltered (correlate 74, item 28 in table l(a)) (hypersonic). 
\ 1 Time- I I 

Figure 8.- Data time histories. 
I 
(c) Mnom = 0.95, fno = 47.3 Hz, unfiltered (correlate 55, item 9 in table 2(a), unacceptable for 
correlator) (transonic). 
a . 5 sec 
Time­
(d) Mnom = 0.99, fno = 47.3 Hz, unfiltered (correlate 58, item 12 in table 2(a), unacceptable for 
correlator) (transonic). 
.5sec 
Time + 
(e) Mnom = 0.90, fno = 47.3 Hz, unfiltered (correlate 50, item 8 in table 2(a), acceptable for 
correlator) (transonic). 
Figure 8.- Concluded. 
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.020 
-.016 
-.012 
5 
-.008 
-.004 
0 

-.14 
.08 
-.06 
-.04 

5 
-.02 
0 

I I I I 
0 138 N/cm2z

A 345 N/cm2abs 
1 Oscillograph decay 

0 689 N/cm2abs Correlator 

Flagged symbols denote silicone rubber 
covers gap at flap hinge line 
(00) Item numbers for data from Table I (a) 
f, = 47.6 Hz 
6 (17) 
(10 Still air 
(10 
oscillograph 
decay 
I (2 I I I 1 I I 
-.07 0 .07 .14 .21 .28 .35 .42 .49 
a nom, rad 
(a) 6f  = 0.611 rad, f,, = 47.3 Hz 
1 I 1 1 
ptlnom 
A 345 N/cm2abs 
0 689N/cm2abs 
Flagged symbols denote silicone rubber 
covers gap at flap hinge line 
(00)Item numbers for data from table I (b l  
fn = 350 Hz P (17' 
I Still air 
wrrelator 
n'(14) 
-.02 
-.14 
I 
-.07 0 
I I 1 I I 
.07 .14 .21 .28 .35 .42 
I 
9 
anom, rad 
(b) 6f  = 0.6 1 1 rad, fno = 360 Hz 
Figure 9.- Damping results for hypersonic test (Mnom = 7.3). 
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1 I 1 
(26) 6 
-.m - 1  I I 
-.14 -.07 .07 .14 .21 
Q,. rad 
(c) 6f = 1.047 rad, fno = 47.3 Hz 
Figure 9. Continued. 
I I 1 
0 69 N/cm2abs Oscillograph decay 
0 689 N/cm2abs Correlator 
Flagged symbols denote silicone rubbet 
covers gap at flap hinge line 
(00) Item numbers for data from table 2 (c) 
43.5 < f, < 47.6 Hz 
Still air1 osc&qgh 
I I I 
.28 .35 .42 
40 
.49 
.12 I I I I I I I 
’‘1 nom 
A 345N/cm2abs 
. i a  0 689 N/cm2abs Correlator V 1240 N/cm2absI 
Flaqged symbols denote silicone rubber 
covers gap at flap hinge line 
.m (00) Item numbers for data from table I (e) 
350 < fn < 390 Hz 
f .06 
.04 

.02 
Still air1 correiator 
(21 (5) 
C I I I I 1 I I - -.07 0 .07 .14 .21 .28 .35 .42 9 
a nom, rad 
(d) 6f = 1.047 rad, fno = 360 Hz 
Figure 9.- Concluded. 
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. ._.-..-..-.-..- .,..- ---------I- .1111.11 I .,,m 
T~ I I I 
%om*o'er A 0.85 1 
.008 . 
0 0.95 
o 0.99 J 
46.4 < f, < 47.6 Hz 
-.006 (00) Item numbers for data from table 2 (a) 
\ 
Still air 
-_-___ -____ oscillograph 
decay 
0 ,I I I I I I 
-.14 -.07 .07 .14 .21 .28 3 5  .42 
amear.rad 
(a) 6f = 0.6 1 1 rad, fno = 47.3 Hz 
.02c I I-1 II I 
M"0, 
0 0.90 
.01 E 	 0 0.95 Correlator 
0 0.99 1 
f, = 115 Hz 
.012 Item numbers for data from table 2 (b) 
r 
.008 
.M)4 
0 I - -.07 0 .07 .14 .21 .28 .35 .42 .49 
amear,rad 
(b) 6f  = 0.6 11 rad, fno = 1 15 Hz 
Fimire 10.- Damning. results for transonic test 
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(a) anom= 0 rad, fno = 360 Hz (item 3 in table l(b), correlate 131). 
(b) %om = 0.349 rad, fno = 360 Hz (item 17 in table l(b),  correlate 127). 
(c) anom= 0.349 rad, fno = 47.3 Hz (item 30 in table l(a), correlate 161). 
Figure 11.- Shadographs for hypersonic test (Mnom = 7.3), 6 f =  0.61 1 rad, 
Ptl nom = 689.5 N/cm2 abs. 43 
(a) fno = 47.3 Hz, M = 0.9, anom= 0.210 rad (item 8 in table 2(a)), low damping. 
(b) fno = 47.3 Hz, M = 0.9, anom = 0.068 rad (item 5 in table 2(a)), high damping. 
(c) fno = 47.3 Hz, M = 0.95, anom= 0.105 rad (item 10 in table 2(a)), low damping. 
(d) fno = 1 15 Hz, M = 0.99, anom = 0.244 rad (item 16 in table 2(b)), high damping. 
Figure 12.- Schlieren movie frames for transonic test ( 6 f =  0.61 1 rad). 
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